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Abstract 
We will deal with some classes of nonsmooth optimization problems, where the state problem is given in the form of 
a state variational inequality with coefficients as the control variable. Existence of a nonsmooth optimal control is proven 
on the abstract level. Using the results of G-convergence theory it is shown that there exists an optimal solution of an 
extended control problem. 
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O. Introduction 
Problems of optimal control have been solved mostly for state equations and classical boundary 
conditions. In the present paper we are going to solve some classes of nonsmooth optimization 
problems, where the state problem is given in the form of a state variational inequality with 
coefficients as control variables. Existence of a nonsmooth optimal control is proven on the 
abstract level. We prove the continuous dependence of the solutions of variational inequalities with 
respect to the G-convergence of the operators involved. Using the results of G-convergence theory 
it is shown that there exists an optimal solution of an extended control problem. 
1. Existence 
First we establish a general existence result for a nonsmooth class of optimization problems. 
Let ~/(f2) denote a Banach space and q/aa (t2) be a subset of q/(I2). Further, denote by V (~2) a real 
Hilbert space and by V * (t2) its dual space, the pairing between V (t2) and V * (t2) being denoted by 
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(.,.)v(a). Next ~"(O) is a convex closed subset of V (O). Moreover, the space V(O) is obtained in 
H(O) (a real Hilbert space), where the inclusion from V(O) into H(O) is compact and H(O) is 
identified with own dual. 
For a Banach space aCe(O) we denote by L(oeF(O), aeg * (O)) the space of all linear continuous 
operators from oW(O) into ~*(O)  endowed with the usual operator norm. For two positive 
constants [2o, Ao] we denote by E~(a) (2o, Ao) the set of all symmetric elements Q of L(ocg(O), 
~¢g* (O)) for which the inequalities 
;to II vlljeta) <~ <Qv, v),,e¢o) and IlQvll,,~*to) ~< Zo Ilvll,~¢~ (1.1) 
for all v e ocg(O) hold. 
Definition. Let Bk and B be in Evta)(20, Ao), k e N. We say that {Bk}k~N is G-convergent to B (in 
symbols Bk ~ B) for k ~ ~ if, for any f and g in V* (O), 
lim (g,B~l f )vto)  (9, -1 = B f )vta) .  
We introduce the system {A(a)} of linear symmetric operators A(a)eL(V(O), V*(O)), 
a ~ q/an(O) (each element a ~ qlaa(O) corresponds to an operator A(a)) satisfying the following 
assumptions: 
fill) 
(1) {A(a)}a~.,la) = Evta)(20, Ao). 
(2) Any sequence of linear operators {A(a.)}a.~.,~a)(A(a,)~ Ev¢a)(2o, Ao)) 
contains a G-convergent subsequence {A(a.k)}a.,~/a ) such that A(a.~) ~ A(a.), 
that a. ~ ~a(O). 
(3) For every sequenc e {a.}.~N (= q/on(O)) and {Z,}.~N (c  V(O)), a sequence 
{A(a.)z.},~N(= V*(O)) is relative compact in V*(O) (strongly). 
(4) A- l (a ,~)~k~A- l (a . )~ (strongly) in H(f2) as A(a.~) ~ A(a.) 
and ~-k--* ~" (strongly) in V*([2), where a.~, a. ~ q/.a(O), and ~k,~-~ V*(O). 
Let us consider the equation 
A(a)u + OZK~o)(U ) + O~(U)~, (1.2) 
where ;~rlo) is the indicator function of a closed convex set J~(O)(c V(O)), ~:V(O) 
( -  oo, + oo] is proper, convex and lower semicontinuous functional on V(O) and 0Zor~o) (or 
04,): V(O) ~ V * (O) is the subdifferential of Zor~o) (or ~), .~ ~ V *(O). 
As seen earlier, (1.2) can be rewritten as the variational inequality 
u(a) e 3ff(I2), 
(A(a)u(a), v - u(a) )vta) + q~(v) - ~(u(a)) >t (.~, v -u(a) )vtaj (1.3) 
for any v ~ ~f'(O). 
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Eq. (1.2) (or (1.3)) itself will be referred to as the state system or control system. It is well known 
(see [1]) that for every a 6 q/an(12) there exists a unique solution of (1.3). 
In the following we assume that there exists an element 0 ~ y't"(O) and a constant M such that 
• (0) ~< M. 
On the other hand, since A(an)eEv~a)(2o, Ao) for any sequence 
[IV[Iv~o) ~ ~,  we have 
(1.4) 
{an}.~N = q/aa(O) for 
lim [(A(a.)v, V)v~ + O(v)l/llv I Iv<~ = + ~-  
Ilvdlv<~ oo 
Indeed, there exist two possible positive constants c, d such that, one has (see [8]) 
¢(v)  1> -c  II v Ilvto> - d 
for any v e V(O). Thus, by virtue of ((H1), (1)) and (1.6) we can write 
[(A(an)V, V)v~o) + ¢(v)] 1> 20 II 2 v [Iv~a~ - c II v [Iv~o~ - d, 
which gives (1.5). 
Let us consider a cost functional 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
Proof. Consider a minimizing sequence {a.}.~N of J(a), i.e., 
an ~ q/ad(O), for each n 
lim._.~ J(an) = inf {J(a), a 6 q/an(O)} • 
(1.7) 
Theorem 1. Let the assumptions ((H1), (E0), (1.4)) be fulfilled. Then there exists at least one solution 
of (~). 
MINIMIZE  the cost functional J(a) on the set q/ad(O), 
(~') this means: find an element a,  e q/an(Q) such that 
J(a,) = inf{J(a), a e q/aa(O)}, 
where the cost functional A a (a, v) satisfies the following condition: 
For any minimizing sequence {an}n~N(c q/aa(O)) of J(a) 
(E0) (an~q/ad(12) for any n: limn-.~oJ(an)=inf{J(a),aeq/aa(f2)}), 
as Vn--'u(a.) (weakly) in V(O), one has lira inf.-~o~ (a . ,  v.)~> ~e(a., u(a.)). 
&~'(a, u(a)):q/ad(O) X V (O) ~ R. 
We can define J(a):= &P(a, u(a)) where u(a) (a state function) denotes the solution of the state 
inequality (1.3). 
The optimal control problem (~) can be set in the following general form: 
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We can write (we set v = 0 in (1.3)) 
(A(an)u(an) - .~, U(an) - O)v(a) <~ c II U(an)IIv¢~) + d + M. (1.8) 
Then due to ((H1), (1)) and by Schwarz inequality we obtain 
20 II u(a.) z IIv(~) ~< II u(a.)llv(o)(c + II-~ IIv'(~)+ ao II011v(~)) + II-~llv'(~)II011v(~)+ (d + M). 
This means that {u(a,)},~N is a bounded sequence. Hence, there exists a subsequence {u(a,,)}k~N 
and an element u, e V(O) such that 
u(a , , ) -~u,  (weakly) in V(O). (1.9) 
Moreover, one has u, e JF(O) (as ,,u£ (O) is a weakly closed set). Then due to the assumption ((H1), 
(3)) there exists a subsequence {A (an,)U(an,)}k~lq such that 
A(a, , )u(a, , )  ~ ,~ (strongly) in V*(O) as k--* 0o. (1.10) 
On the other hand, the operator A (a,) is surjective (where a,  e q/an(O))), and the class of [A(a)] is 
G-compact on the set q/ad(O) (by (HI, (2))), this means, there exists an element Uo e V(O) such that 
A(a,)uo = ~,~. 
It results from (1.10) and (1.11) that 
A(a, , )u(a, , )  ~ A(a, )uo (strongly) in V*(O). 
(1.11) 
(I.12) 
Due to the condition ((H1), (4)) we obtain, limk-~ IL u(a,,) -- Uo Ilm~) : 0. On the other hand, by 
(1.9) (since V(O)GH(O)  is compact) we have, limk-., [ lu(a, ,) -  u, llmm = 0. This means that 
u0 = u,. Then we may write 
A(a, , )u(a. , )  ~ A(a , )u ,  (strongly) in V*(O). (1.13) 
Hence, we can now pass to the limit in the inequality (due to (1.9), (1.13) and taking into account 
a weak lower semicontinuity of • (.)), 
(A(an,)U(an,), U(an,))v(a) + ~(U(ank)) <<. (-~, u(ank) -- V)V(a) + ~(V) + (A(ank)U(an,), V)v(a). 
Consequently, we obtain 
( A (a , )u , ,  v -- u,  )v  (a) + ~(v) -- ~(u , )  >~ (.~, v - U, )v  (a) for any v e ~(O).  
As the element ve JF(O) is chosen arbitrary we get u, = u(a,)  and 
u(a,)--~u(a,) (weakly) in V(O) (1.14) 
(the whole sequence {u(a,)}n~N converges to u(a,) weakly in V(O)). 
Then by virtue of (E0) and (1.7), (1.14) we obtain (since a, e q/aa(O)) 
~ (a,, u(a,) ) <<. lim inf ~ (an, u(an) ) := {inf ~e (a, u(a) ), a e q/,a(O)}. 
n- - *  oo  
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Hence, 
J (a . ) (  = £~a(a., u(a.)) = {inf J(a) ( = Z~'(a, u(a)), a e q/~a(12)}, 
which completes the proof. [] 
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2. Optimal control in coefficients of an obstacle problem (for second-order elliptic boundary value 
problem) 
Let us begin with some notation. 12 = •3 denotes a given domain with Lipschitz boundary 012. 
Ha(12) is the Sobolev space with scalar product: 
(v, z)nl(~) = ft~ [v(x)z(x) + grad v(x) grad z(x) ] d12. (2.1) 
Ho 1 (12) is a closure of the space C~ (12) in the norm of the space H i (12). Let A = [aij] e [L~ (12)]9 be 
a given (3 x 3) symmetric matrix function, i.e. 
a~j(x) --- aj~(x) for a.e. x e 12, i,j = 1, 2, 3. (2.2) 
Assume that 
3 
mll~12~< ~ alj(x)~i~j<~m2l~l 2 fora.e, xe12andforevery~=[¢x ,~2,~3] ,  (2.3) 
i,j=l 
where M1, M2 are given constants, 0 < Ml ~< M2 and [~l 2 = X3=1 42. For xe  12, denote by 
21 (,4, x), 22 (.4, x), 23 (.4, x) the eigenvalues of the matrix A (x) = [alr(x)]. By virtue of (2.3) one has 
M1 ~< 21(A,x) ~< 22(A,x) ~ 23(A,x) ~< M2. (2.4) 
Let a sequence {,4,} (,4, c [Loo(12)]9), n = 1,2,.. .  and a symmetric matrix function 
r (n)-  IA E [L~(12)] 9 be given. Assume that conditions (2.2), (2.3) are satisfied by matrices A. = Laq j, 
n -- 1, 2 .... We write 
A .~ A int2 (2.5) 
if the following holds: For every sequence {v.}.~u = Ho~(12) such that there exists an element 
v e Ho 1 (12), 
v.-~ v (weakly) in Ho 1 (12) (2.6) 
and 
it is 
div(A, grad v.) --. div(A grad v) (strongly) in H-  1 (12), (2.7) 
A. grad v, ~ A grad v (weakly) in l-L2 (12)] 3. (2.8) 
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We define, q/(O):= [-L~(Q)] 9 and the set (is a bounded closed set of q/(O)). 
q/ad(O) = {,4 ~ q/(O), A = [,aij], aij(x) = aji(x) for a.e. x ~ O, i,j = 1, 2, 3, -- o0 < ['alj-lmi, <. 
aij <~ ['aij]max, and 
M1M2 
Mx ~< (Mx + M2 -- ,~3(h, x)) ~< ~'I(A'x) ~< ~.2(A,x) ~< ,~3 (h,x) ~< M2 (2.9) 
for a.e. x ~ O }. 
We note that the physical interpretation of the set q/.d(O) is given in [4] for O c R 2. 
On the open set O we now define a bilinear form C(A,.,.): Ho l (O)xHol (O)~ • (for all 
A ~ q/.d(O)) by 
(9(,4, v, z):= }-' aij(x)(Ov(x)/Oxi)(~?z(x)/Oxj)dO for all v, z s H i  (O). (2.10) 
i , j= l  
On the other hand, we set 
<A(A)v, z>n~) = (9(,4, v, z) for all v, z e H~(O) and A e q/,d(O), (2.11) 
then A(A)eL(H~(O),  H- I (O))  (by virtue of (2.3)). In view of [5], for every sequence {A.}.~N 
(A, e %d(O)), n = 1, 2, ..., there exists an element A e q/,d(O) and a subsequence {A.k}k~N such that 
A,~ ~A inO. (2.12) 
Moreover, denote by U,d(O) the closed convex subset 
Uad(O) = {e e L~(O): 0 < M1 <~ e(x) <<, M2 for a.e. x ~ O}, 
and associate with U,,d(O) the bilinear form a(e,., .) by 
a(e, v, z):= [- ~ eE, i(Ov(x)/Ox,)(Oz(x)/Oxj)dO for all v, z ~ Ho ~(O), e ~ Uad(O), 
t i l t  i , j= l  
where E = ['Eij]i,j=l,2,3 is the unit 3 x 3-matrix. 
Denote by A(e)~ L(Hol (O), H-x(O)), e e U.n(O) the elliptic operator which is associated with 
the bilinear form a(e,., .) i.e., 
(A(e)v, Z>H~¢n) = a(e, v, z) for all v, z ~ H I (O  ). 
Then due to (2.12) (for any element e ~ Uad(O), the corresponding matrix function eE ~ q/.d(O)) for 
every sequence {e.}.~N (e. ~ q/,d(O), n = 1, 2,.. .  )there exist a subsequence {e.k}k~N(= {e.}.~N) and 
a matrix B e ~.d(O) such that 
e .~E~B inO.  (2.13) 
Furthermore, if we define a set GU.a(O) by 
GUad(O) = {B e q/an(O): there exists {e,},~N C U,d(O) such that e.E & B n O}, (2.14) 
then (see [-6]) the set GU,n(O) is a proper subset of the set q/.d(O) for O = R 3. 
Let there be given elements L ~ H-1(O), A.  e q/,d(O) and a sequence {A.}.~N (,4. ~ q/an(O), 
n = 1, 2 .... ). Moreover, we suppose 
A.~A,  inO (2.15) 
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Further, we introduce the closed and convex set, by 
~( t2)  = {v ~ nol(t2): v(x) >i 0 a.e. in f2} 
Denote by: u(e, .)~ ~( t2)  a unique solution of the variational inequality (now consider the 
functional 4, = 0) 
(A(A)u, v - u)n~(o) >>. (L, v - u)n~(o ) for any v ~ ~(f2)  (2.16) 
corresponding to the matrix function A = eE ~ ~.d(t2), where e ~ U.d(t2). 
Let u, ~ ~r (I2), n = 1, 2, ..., be a unique solution of (2.16) f lorA, ~ q/ad(I2)); then for n --* ~ we 
have (due to [3]) 
u,~u,  (weakly) in Hi(t2), (2.17) 
where u, e Jd(I2) is a unique solution of the variational inequality (2.16) with A - A , .  
Consider the optimal control problem: 
(~) Minimize cost functional 
J(e) = ½ j~ [u(e, x) - -  Zd(X) ]  2 dO (2.18) 
over the set Uan(f2), where 7,d6L2(Q ) is a given element. In the following, we denote by 
~(f2)( cHol (f2)) a bounded set 
~(f2) := {u s Ho 1 (t2): there exists A ~ qlad(O), U(X) = u(A, x), x e t2}, (2.19) 
where u(A, .) e ~( t2 )  denotes the solution of (2.16). Moreover, due to (2.15) and (2.17) this set is 
weakly closed in the space Ho 1 (f2) (a weakly compact subset of H i (I2)). Then it follows from [6] 
that for every u e Y'(t2) there exists sequences {e.},~N (e. e U~d(t2)), {U,},~N (U. e o,~([2)) such that 
for  n--~ o0, 
u,--~ u (weakly) in Ho 1 (t2) (2.20) 
and 
(A(e.)u.,  v - u.)n~(a ) >~ (L, v - u,,)n~(a ) for any v ~ if(f2). (2.21) 
Thus, in view of (2.20) and (2.21) we may write 
inf { J (e): e ~ Uad(t2) } = min { ½ ft (U -- Zd)2 df2: u ~ ~ (I2) } , (2.22) 
which holds independently of the choice of elements Zn ~ L2(t2) and L e H-1 (t2). We define an 
extension of problem (~) (we need extend the set of the bilinear forms in such a way that the family 
of operators defined by this bilinear forms being G-closed), 
(~,) Minimize cost functional 
J , (A) = ½ fa (u(A,x) - Zd(X)) 2 dO over the set q/.d(t2). (2.23) 
On the other hand, one has J , (eE) = J(e) for every element e ~ U=n(f2). 
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Let {A,},~N be a minimizing sequence: 
A. ~ ~aa(f2) for any n, 
lim J , (A . )  = in f{ J , (A ) ,A  ~ ~/aa(g2)}. 
n---~ OO 
Then due to (2.20), we have 
u(A, ,x) - - -~u(A, ,x)  (weakly) in nol(t2), 
where 
A, E ~'ad(~)- 
By virtue of (2.26) we conclude that 
liminf II u (Z., x)Ilno'i~)/> II u (h , , x) II ~o' t~l" 
n---* ~ 
Thus, we deduce from (2.23), (2.26) that 
liminfJ,(An)/> J , (A , ) .  
n ---~ OD 
Finally, via (2.25) and (2.28) we see that the function A, satisfies the condition 
A,  ~ qlaa(g2), J , (A , )  = inf { J , (A ) ,A  ~ ~/ad(~t~)}. 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
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